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Can tackle height influence head injury assessment risk in elite rugby union?
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: Tackle height laws are an area of controversy in rugby union. It is reported that the tackler is at most risk of a Head Injury Assessment (HIA). Therefore, the aim of this study was to use match video evidence of tackles in elite level rugby union to examine the effect of tackle heights on HIA risk for the tackler.

Design: Qualitative observational case–control study.

Methods: Each HIA (n = 74) and control tackle (n = 965) was categorised based on tackle direction (front- or side-on), tackle type (arm, shoulder or smother) and tackle height (upper trunk, mid-trunk, lower trunk, upper leg or lower leg). The Relative Risk (RR), 95% Confidence Interval (CI) and probability (p) values were calculated for each tackle height.

Results: Intended primary contact at the upper trunk of the ball carrier had a greater propensity to result in a HIA for the tackler for front-on upper body shoulder tackles (RR = 1.48; 95%CI = 1.16–1.90; p < 0.01) and side-on upper body smother tackles (RR = 2.30; 95%CI = 1.82–2.92; p < 0.01). Intended primary contact at the upper leg of the ball carrier had a greater propensity to result in a HIA for the tackler for front-on (RR = 2.60; 95%CI = 1.70–3.97; p < 0.01) and side-on (RR = 3.34; 95%CI = 1.65–6.79; p < 0.01) lower body shoulder tackles.

Conclusions: To reduce tackler HIA risk, the results suggest tackling below the upper trunk for upper body tackles. The results also suggest tackling at the lower trunk for lower body tackles and avoiding the upper legs. Prevention strategies should place emphasis on tackling lower risk body regions such as the mid- and lower trunk.

© 2018 Sports Medicine Australia. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Rugby union is a territorial sport characterised by frequent contact between opposing players and/or the ground. For the sixth consecutive season, concussion was the most commonly reported match injury for English Premiership rugby (incidence rate of 20.9/1000 player hours, contributing to 22% of all match injuries during the 2016–17 season). Tackling is regarded as the most common cause of injury and concussion in rugby union. Correct technique in the tackle is essential for safe and successful tackle outcomes whilst poor tackle technique is a reported risk factor for injury and direct head impact causation. This indicates the importance for concussion injury prevention strategies.

In rugby union, retrospective analyses of match video evidence have previously been used to identify injury and head impact/concussion risk factors as well as guide prevention techniques. Recent tackle technique studies have categorised legal tackles as either upper body or lower body tackles. An upper body tackle is defined by the tackler’s intended initial contact being above the ball carrier’s hip while a lower body tackle is defined as the tackler’s intended initial contact being at or below the ball carrier’s hip. One study found that tacklers were at most risk of sustaining a direct head impact and that upper body tackles were the greatest cause of this. However, the upper body and lower body tackle definitions utilised in this study covered a wide range of body regions. Therefore, the study reports limited information on specific tackle height analysis for direct head impact aetiology. In particular, this study did not conduct a direct head impact risk analysis for specific tackle heights. The tackle height law in rugby union is set at the line of the ball carrier’s shoulder and any contact above this line is regarded as foul play. It has been an area of concern with respect to injury for many years. Lowering the maximum legal tackle height has been recommended since the 1970s, but the evidence base for this is limited. To guide concussion prevention...
strategies and before tackle laws can be changed, it is essential to examine the effect of tackle heights on head impact and concussion risk.

The Head Injury Assessment (HIA) was introduced in 2012 by World Rugby as the pitch side assessment process for concussion injuries and has previously been described in detail. Briefly, the HIA provides a standardised tool for the medical assessment of concussion injuries in rugby. A player enters the HIA protocol by exhibiting on-field signs and symptoms of concussion. The HIA examines a range of concussive symptoms including both immediate and delayed memory difficulties, cognitive ability, balance and player discomfort. If a player does not pass the HIA, he or she is removed from play and must follow the return-to-play protocol. Players diagnosed with a concussion are managed through the graduated return to play protocol set out by World Rugby. The protocol encompasses six stages which each player must complete sequentially: (1) physical and cognitive rest until asymptomatic; (2) light aerobic exercise; (3) sport specific exercise; (4) non-contact training drills; (5) full contact practice; (6) return to play. Players can only progress to the next stage if they remained asymptomatic for an unbroken period of 24 h. The minimum time to return to play is 6 days from the day of injury. It is clear that a reduction in tackle-related HIAs would be evidence of concussion injury reduction within rugby union. Accordingly, the aim of this study was to use match video evidence of tackles in elite level rugby union to examine the effect of tackle heights on HIA risk for the tackling player (based on intended primary contact location on the ball carrier), for both upper body and lower body tackles.

2. Methods

A qualitative observational case–control study design was used to identify the risks associated with specific tackle heights on HIA aetiology in men’s professional rugby union using match video evidence. A tackle was defined as “when the ball-carrier was contacted (hit and/or held) by an opponent without reference to whether the ball-carrier went to ground.” A HIA tackle was defined as “when a tackle received a direct/indirect head impact in the tackle and was subsequently removed from play for a HIA and did not return to play for the remainder of the game.” All data was freely available online and no medical data on individuals is reported for this study. As a result of this, no ethical permission was required similar to other union rugby video analysis studies on head impacts and knee injuries. A non–HIA tackle was defined as “when a player did not receive an injury/head impact/HIA (including HIAs that resulted in temporary and permanent removal from the game) as a result of the tackle.”

The HIA video data from Tierney et al. was utilised for this study. In brief this data consists of 74 tackles that resulted in a HIA for the tackle (19 upper body and 19 lower body for front-on tackles and 23 upper body and 13 lower body for side-on tackles) from elite level competitions including Pro12 (2014–2017), European Rugby Champions Cup games (2014–2017), RBS 6 Nations (2014–2017), Guinness Autumn Test Series (2013–2016), Rugby World Cup warm-up games (2015), the Rugby World Cup (2015) and the British and Irish Lions Tour (2017). Although a HIA can occur from an impact to the body, a direct head impact was identified in every video. To provide non–HIA cases as a control cohort, the dataset from Tierney et al. was utilised. In brief, this dataset consisted of five randomly selected games from the abovementioned competitions. Every non–HIA tackle (n = 965) from these five games was analysed for the control cohort dataset. No tackles that resulted in a temporary HIA (player returned to play during the game) occurred in the five games of the control cohort.

Each tackle analysed was categorised based on tackle direction (front-on side-on), tackle type (arm, collision, jersey, lift, shoulder, smother or tap and tackle height (upper trunk, mid-trunk, lower trunk, upper leg or lower leg, see Fig. 1). Fuller et al. defined the following for arm, shoulder and smoother tackles: Arm Tackle — “Tackler impedes/stops ball carrier with upper limb(s)”; Shoulder tackle — “Tackler impedes/stops ball carrier with shoulder as the first point of contact followed by use of arm(s)”; Smother tackle — “Tackler uses chest and wraps both arms around ball carrier”. The following definitions were utilised for the tackle height analysis: Upper trunk-line of the shoulders to base of the chest/pectoralis; Mid-trunk-base of chest/pectoralis to top of pelvis; Lower trunk — top of pelvis to base of pelvis; Upper leg — base of pelvis to base of knees; Lower leg — below base of knees, see Fig. 1. One reviewer (Biomechanist) analysed each video. The videos were analysed using Sports Code (Version 8) enabling a frame-by-frame viewing of the tackle. The video had a minimum frame rate of 25 fps and could be watched as many times as necessary.

Sixty tackles (including HIA and non–HIA cases) were randomly selected using a random number generator (http://www.random.org/). The reviewer then conducted the analysis on these 60 cases, for each tackle variable (tackle height, direction and type), at least one week after conducting the initial set of cases. Intra-rater reliability was then assessed using Cohen’s Kappa (K). To assess inter-rater reliability, an external reviewer (ex-player) conducted the analysis on the same 60 cases using the same protocol as the main reviewer. Similarly, inter-rater reliability was then assessed using Cohen’s Kappa (K). A Cohen’s Kappa value greater than 0.8 indicates almost perfect agreement. For intra-rater reliability, Cohen’s Kappa values of 0.93, 0.97 and 0.92 were achieved for tackle height, direction and type, respectively. For inter-rater reliability, Cohen’s Kappa values of 0.83, 0.83, and 0.82 were achieved for tackle height, direction and type, respectively.

For upper and lower body front- and side-on tackles, the main tackle type that resulted in a HIA for each of these categories (see Fig. 2) and the tackle type matched control cases were utilised for the statistical analysis. The Relative Risk (RR), 95% Confidence Interval (CI) and probability (p) values were calculated for each tackle height. The RR for each height was calculated by comparing the frequency of occurrence for HIA cases with the frequency of occurrence in non-HIA cases. An RR = 1 indicates that the tackle height has no greater propensity to cause a HIA than that anticipated by chance; an RR > 1 and RR < 1 indicates that the tackle height has a greater and lesser propensity to cause a HIA than that expected by chance, respectively. A variable was considered to have statistical significance if the 95% CI for the RR value did not include 1 and the p-value was <0.05. The 95% CI was also reported for the frequency of occurrence results. RR values >1 and <1.1, ≥1.11 and <1.43, ≥1.43 and <2.00, ≥2.00 and <3.33, ≥3.33 and <10 were indicative of trivial, small, medium, large and very large, respectively. Similarly, RR values <1 and <0.90, ≥0.90 and <0.70, ≥0.70 and <0.50, ≥0.50 and <0.30, ≥0.30 and <0.10 were indicative of trivial, small, medium, large and very large, respectively.

3. Results

Fig. 2 shows that shoulder (79%; n = 15) and smoother tackles (65%; n = 15) account for the majority of upper body front- and side-on tackles, respectively. Also, shoulder tackles account for the majority of lower body front- and side-on tackles (95%; n = 18 and 71%; n = 10, respectively).

Table 1 shows that intended primary contact at the upper trunk of the ball carrier had a greater propensity to result in a HIA for the tackle for front-on upper body shoulder tackles (RR = 1.48; 95% CI = 1.16–1.90; p < 0.01) and side-on upper body smoother tackles.

Fig. 1. The ball carrier’s body split into (a) upper body and (b) lower body regions.

Fig. 2. The distribution of HIA tackles for front- and side-on upper body tackles (UBT) and lower body tackles (LBT) based on tackle type.

Table 1 illustrates that for front-on lower body shoulder tackles, intended primary contact at the lower trunk of the ball carrier had a lower propensity to result in a HIA for the tackler (RR = 0.45; 95% CI = 0.23–0.88; p < 0.02). Intended primary contact at the upper leg of the ball carrier had a much greater propensity to result in a HIA for the tackler for front-on (RR = 2.60; 95% CI = 1.70–3.97; p < 0.01) and side-on (RR = 3.34; 95% CI = 1.65–6.79; p < 0.01) lower body shoulder tackles.
Table 1
The Relative Risk (RR) of tackle heights on HIA aetiology with 95% Confidence Interval (CI) and p-value for front- and side-on upper- and lower body tackles. Percentages reported include 95% CI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HIA</th>
<th>Non-HIA</th>
<th>RR (95% CI)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upper body tackles</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front-on (Shoulder tackle)</td>
<td>(n = 15)</td>
<td>(n = 130)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper trunk</td>
<td>13 (87%; 62%–96%)</td>
<td>76 (58%; 50%–67%)</td>
<td>1.48 (1.16–1.90)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-trunk</td>
<td>2 (13%; 4%–38%)</td>
<td>54 (42%; 33%–50%)</td>
<td>0.32 (0.09–1.19)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Side-in (Smother tackle)</td>
<td>(n = 15)</td>
<td>(n = 148)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper trunk</td>
<td>14 (93%; 70%–99%)</td>
<td>60 (41%; 33%–49%)</td>
<td>2.30 (1.82–2.92)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-trunk</td>
<td>1 (7%; 1%–30%)</td>
<td>88 (59%; 51%–67%)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.02–0.75)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lower body tackles</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front-on (Shoulder tackle)</td>
<td>(n = 18)</td>
<td>(n = 152)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower trunk</td>
<td>6 (33%; 16%–56%)</td>
<td>112 (74%; 66%–80%)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.23–0.88)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper leg</td>
<td>12 (67%; 44%–84%)</td>
<td>39 (25%; 19%–33%)</td>
<td>2.60 (1.70–3.97)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower leg</td>
<td>0 (0%; 0%–18%)</td>
<td>1 (1%; 0%–4%)</td>
<td>2.68 (0.11–63.6)</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side-on (Shoulder tackle)</td>
<td>(n = 10)</td>
<td>(n = 43)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower trunk</td>
<td>3 (30%; 11%–60%)</td>
<td>33 (77%; 62%–87%)</td>
<td>0.39 (0.15–1.02)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper leg</td>
<td>7 (70%; 40%–80%)</td>
<td>9 (21%; 11%–35%)</td>
<td>3.34 (1.65–6.79)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower leg</td>
<td>0 (0%; 0%–28%)</td>
<td>1 (2%; 0%–12%)</td>
<td>1.33 (0.06–30.6)</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bold values indicate p values less than 0.05.

4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to use match video evidence of tackles in elite level rugby union to examine the effect of tackle heights on tackle HIA risk for both upper and lower body tackles. The results suggest avoiding the upper trunk for upper body tackles. For lower body tackles, the results suggest tackling at the lower trunk and avoiding the upper legs. These findings can be utilised by coaches to develop tackle height specific prevention strategies and training drills.

Tierney et al.24 found that tackles to the upper trunk accounted for almost half (46%) of all tackle related direct head impacts to the tackler, however, that study did not assess tackle height risk. It has been previously reported that the head and shoulders of the ball carrier were the main body parts to strike the tackler’s head in direct head impact2 and HIA-related25 upper body tackles. This is consistent with the findings of this study as tackling the upper trunk puts the tackler’s head closer to these impacting body parts. Furthermore, Tucker et al.25 found that an upright tackler, which corresponds to a higher tackle height, was the most common body position to result in a HIA for the tackler. In this study, it was found that in certain upper trunk tackles, the ball carrier entered the tackle in a crouched position meaning that an upper trunk tackle was almost unavoidable, particularly for front-on tackles. Therefore, if a change to the tackle height was to be made, it would have to ensure that this is mitigated against.

The results of this study indicate that tackling at the upper legs has a higher propensity to result in a HIA than tackling at the upper trunk. Lowering the maximum legal tackle height to below the upper trunk of the ball carrier could reduce HIA risk during upper body tackles. However, it may increase the likelihood of upper leg related HIA as lowering the tackle height law could increase the number of tackles to the upper leg region. This could have an adverse effect on HIA reduction. Therefore, effective coaching strategies that place emphasis on tackling lower risk body regions such as the mid- and lower trunk are paramount.

The intended primary contact at the upper legs for both front- and side-on lower body tackles showed a greater propensity to result in a HIA for the tackler. The judgement made by the tackler arises in a dynamic situation in which the ball carrier can adjust both running speed and direction. Part of the skill of the ball carrier is to be unpredictable ensuring that the tackler does not make an effective tackle. Therefore, the upper legs of the ball carrier can be moving rapidly which could increase the risk of a head impact for the tackler in comparison to the lower trunk, for example, which reflects the bulk movement of the player. The results also demonstrate that tackling the mid/lower trunk of the ball carrier has a lower propensity to result in a HIA. This supports the recommendation of contacting the ball carrier in the centre of gravity proposed in previous contact technique based studies.26 27 Quarrie and Hopkins found that tackling high (roughly at the upper trunk) was the main legal tackle to cause general injury for the ball carrier in terms of injury rate (3.4 injuries per 1000 tackle events). However, they also found that tackling low (roughly at the upper and lower legs) was the main cause of general injury for the tackler in terms of injury rate (2.2 injuries per 1000 tackle events).

The tackle is a dynamic and open phase of play by nature and this must be considered when analysing tackling.28 This is a limitation of technical video analysis. In some tackle scenarios, tackles were executed because of a defensive system error. The tackler may have been forced to execute a tackle as a result of a teammate’s missed tackle or poor positioning in the defensive line. In these circumstances, the tackler may not have optimally identified the ball carrier in a timely fashion as their attention was focused on another opposing player. This may have prevented them from reacting to the ball carrier’s motion and executing a tackle at the intended tackle height. This highlights the importance of on-field communication and clearly defined defensive systems where players have defined roles and responsibilities. Future work should analyse this aspect of the game.

This study utilised an inclusion criterion based on a player being removed for a HIA and not returning to play for the remainder of the game. This could be considered a strong indication of concussion, however, it cannot be fully regarded as a concussion diagnosis. Access to player medical data would have clarified this. This study utilised elite level rugby union games however further research is required to apply these results towards HIA prevention in both youth and amateur level rugby union. To fully understand the concussion injury mechanism further work must study the biomechanics of rugby union head impacts and tackles. This can be achieved by utilising wearable head sensors or model-based approaches.27 28 The approach undertaken in this study focused on the tackler as previous literature has reported that the tackler is at most risk of a head impact,2 HIA5,29 and concussion30. However, Cross et al.30 reported that in 30% of cases, it is the ball carrier who sustains a concussion. Furthermore, Tucker et al.31 reported 0.54 HIAs per 1000 tackles for the ball carrier in a study with a large HIA sample size (464 tackle-related HIAs). Therefore, further work should assess the effect of tackle height on ball carrier HIA risk. Also,
it is possible that lowering the tackle height law could increase the risk of general injury to players. This would need to be monitored.

Only tackle height was analysed in this study. Modelling the combination and interaction of other technical characteristics and match situation characteristics, such as tackle speed, could allow for an even greater understanding of HIA risk. Although the HIA sample size was larger than the injury sample size utilised by Burger et al., the study would have benefited from a larger HIA sample size. The study could be considered underpowered due to the small sample size. This should be considered when interpreting the results. This is a limitation of the data collection approach utilised in this study. Access to an open source video database of head impact/HIA/concussion events would have greatly benefited this study.

5. Conclusion

Analysis of match video evidence from elite level rugby union games shows that tackle heights can influence HIA aetiology for the tackling. For front-on upper body shoulder tackles and side-on upper body shoulder tackles, intended primary contact at the upper trunk of the ball carrier had a greater propensity to result in a HIA for the tackling. However, for side-on upper body shoulder tackles, intended primary contact at the mid-trunk of the ball carrier had a lower propensity to result in a HIA for the tackling. For front- and side-on lower body shoulder tackles, intended primary contact at the upper leg of the ball carrier had a greater propensity to result in a HIA for the tackling. However, for side-on tackles, intended primary contact at the lower trunk had a lower propensity to result in a HIA for the tackling. To reduce tackling HIA risk, the results suggest tackling below the upper trunk for upper body tackles. The results also support tackling at the lower trunk for lower body tackles and avoiding the upper legs. These findings can be utilised to develop tackle height specific coaching strategies and training drills that place emphasis on tackling lower HIA risk body regions such as the mid- and lower trunk.

Practical implications

- Lowering the tackle height law to below the upper trunk of the ball carrier could reduce the HIA risk during upper body tackles. However, lowering the tackle height law may increase the likelihood of upper leg related HIAs.
- The results of this study suggest that tackling at the upper legs has a higher propensity to result in a HIA than tackling at the upper trunk. Lowering the tackle height law could subsequently increase the number of tackles to the upper leg region. This could have an adverse effect on HIA reduction.
- The results suggest tackling below the upper trunk for upper body tackles and tackling at the lower trunk for lower body tackles to reduce HIA risk.
- These findings can be utilised to develop tackle height specific coaching strategies and training drills that place emphasis on tackling lower HIA risk body regions such as the mid- and lower trunk.
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